
TIPS FOR TRIPS
 

 How to prepare a Group Trip

From your international travel expert.



Some Tips to help you become a Travel Expert

Where to Travel?

For many years group organizers have chosen their destination that fits the 

curriculum required by the school, college, university or based on the groups 

desired preferences. We all dream about great countries, cities, museums, 

beautiful sandy beaches, ancient monuments, archeological sites, exotic 

lands, world sporting events and “green destinations”.

Of course this is what we wish for and to get there we have to follow 

some simple, smart rules so that everyone travels in a safe and well 

planned manner.

Day-3. ZAGREB - CONCERT: 

Before contacting your preferred or potential group travel agent, and ask for 

the program, open the web site of Canadian Foreign Affairs - Travel Advisory

If your “dream or curriculum related destination” is flagged as:

‘avoid all travel” or “exercise a high degree of caution”, think about 

“option B”

Day-4. ZAGREB & COUNTRYSIDE CONCERT:

Choirs will have morning concert in Cathedral of Zagreb or in Cathedral 

of Cakovec. Orchestras will have morning concert in Music Academy. In 

the afternoon transfer to Croatian countryside for evening concert in 

Varazdin, the baroque capital of Croatia or in Cakovec in their music school 

together with the local youth orchestra. Late return to Zagreb for overnight.

Day-5. PLITVICE LAKES - SPLIT: 

Early morning departure Zagreb for ride through Central Croatia. Arrival Plitvice and start 

with tour of one of Seven Wonders of the Natural World, famous Plitvice Lakes which consist 
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of 17 cascade lakes created by nature through several centuries. The tour will consist of walk 

and electric boats. Visit to Plitvice Lakes depend on weather conditions. Croatia & 

Dalmatian Coast

In case of lakes closure, group will continue to Dalmatian Coast town of Trogir, built 

by the

Romans in 3rd and 4th century. Late afternoon walking tour of Split, city, 

known as birth place of Emperor Diocletian, where he built his summer 

palace. Later, relax on the beaches of your hotel. 

Day-6. DALMATIAN COAST- DUBROVNIK: 

Exciting ride along Dalmatian Coast, once used by the Roman and 

napoleon’s Army, passing over 20 islands and small towns. Stop in 

Ston, known as the site of “the Great Wall of Europe”, once providing 

the protection of the Republic of Ragusa, and today also the largest 

harvest zone for the mussels in Europe. Then to Dubrovnik and your 

beach hotel.

Day-7. DUBROVNIK - CONCERT: 

Morning walking tour of the most beautiful walled town in Europe. 

See: Stradun (the main artery of the city, the Old Port, Minceta Tower, 

and then take a unique walking tour along ramparts, massive walls (over 

20 meters above the ground) and watch

towers which surround this great city. In the afternoon concert in the town. 

Choir will perform in Cathedral of Dubrovnik or in Babin Kuk. 

Day-8. DUBROVNIK:

After the long journey, time for some relax and fun. Stay at your seaside hotel with swim-

ming pool, the own beach and sport facilities, or return to the Old Town for some late 

shopping. In the afternoon, board the ship for cruise to see the town from seaside as well 

as the nearby Islands. In the evening MARMUS* farewell dinner. 

Day-9.DEPARTURE: 

Morning transfer to the airport for your return flight, or extension to Rome or Florence. 

Ask Mariden staff for extension program and price.


